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A Four-Quadrant Modulation Technique to Extend
Modulation Index Range for Multilevel Selective

Harmonic Elimination/Compensation
Using Staircase Waveforms
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Abstract— One critical drawback of staircase multilevel
selective harmonic elimination and compensation is that the
modulation index range is very narrow. As a result, its application
is limited. This paper presents a technique to transform the tran-
scendental equations to geometry-based voltage phasor diagrams
to explore the reason for the limited solution range and proposes
a four-quadrant modulation technique to extend the modulation
index range. Moreover, this paper investigates the inductor design
considering both compensation capacity and undesired harmonic
injection. Finally, the simulation and experimental results verify
that the proposed modulation technique can greatly extend the
modulation index range so it can be implemented in a wide range
of applications.

Index Terms— Cascaded H-bridge (CHB), four-quadrant
modulation, modulation index range, phasor diagram, selective
harmonic elimination (SHE)/compensation, staircase multilevel
inverter.

I. INTRODUCTION

MULTILEVEL converters/inverters, including
neutral point clamped, flying capacitor, cascaded

H-bridge (CHB), and modular multilevel converters/inverters,
have drawn much attention in recent years, especially in
medium and high voltage/power applications, such as motor
drive systems, traction, PV inverters, and battery charging
stations [1]–[3]. Their advantages include high reliability, low
voltage stress, low electromagnetic interference (EMI), and
low common-mode voltages. The optimal PWM modulation
techniques, including selective harmonic elimination (SHE)/
selective harmonic compensation (SHC) [4], [5] have been
applied in multilevel converters [6]/inverters [4], [5], [7], [8]
to achieve optimal performance with low switching
frequency in various applications such as static synchronous
compensator [4] and active power filters [5]. In these
techniques, the transcendental equations to be solved
are developed based on voltage/current references, THD
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requirement, and other optimized objectives with the help
of Fourier transformation. Step modulation [9] is one of
the techniques employed in the SHE/SHC. For the step
modulation, each switch in an H-bridge (HB) only switches
ON and OFF once in every line period.

Techniques including iterative numerical algo-
rithms [1], [10], online calculations [5], [6], [11], and
the complete solution [12] have been proposed to solve the
transcendental equations. However, it has been proved that
the effective modulation index range of these techniques is
very narrow. Therefore, their applications are very limited.
To extend the modulation index range, [8] uses hybrid SHE
and carrier-based sinusoidal PWM (SPWM) techniques.
In this technique, when SHE modulation technique cannot
find solutions within certain modulation index ranges, the
SPWM technique is employed to find the solutions for the
modulation index ranges. However, the switching frequency
and the switching power loss will be increased with this
technique. References [6] and [11] extend the modulation
index range by greatly sacrificing the number of harmonics to
be controlled. Because of this, with this technique, the current
cannot fulfill the harmonic requirements. The techniques of
using unequal dc-link voltages [13], [14] or nonsymmetrical
modulation [15], [16] are employed to extend the modulation
index range. However, all of these techniques greatly increase
the complexity of the switching angle calculations. Moreover,
the extended modulation index range is still very narrow.
A practical technique with the full modulation index range
was first proposed in [17] and [18]. The basic idea is to
change the dc-link voltage of all HB from 0 to 1.2E (E is
the nominal dc-link voltage) but keep their switching angles
constant. Because the output voltage is proportional to the
dc-link voltage, changing the dc-link voltage can change the
modulation index. However, this technique needs extra dc/dc
converters on the dc-link side. As a result, the hardware is
complicated and switching power loss is increased. Moreover,
when dc-link voltages are low, the switching angle of HB
is very sensitive to the second-order harmonics on dc-link
voltage; finally, 1.2E dc-link voltage adds 20% more voltage
stress than the conventional techniques.

This paper proposes a voltage phasor diagram to transform
the transcendental equations to geometry-based diagrams.
Based on the diagram, it is found that the constraint of the
switching angle range is the most critical factor limiting the
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Fig. 1. Typical topology and waveforms of a three-cell CHB system.

modulation index range. Based on this finding, a four-quadrant
modulation technique is proposed to significantly extend the
modulation index range. A full modulation index range can be
achieved with the proposed technique. This has been validated
using numeration. Moreover, theoretical analysis and hardware
implementation have been carried out in this paper.

In Fig. 1, a three-cell CHB is tied to a grid with nonlinear
loads. The load current is iN L , the grid current is ig , and the
current injected to the grid from the CHB is iCHB. The output
voltage of the CHB is vCHB. The coupling inductor between
the CHB and the grid has an inductance of Lm . It is well
known that, with different modulation techniques, the inductor
design is also different. This paper discusses the differences
in the inductor design between SPWM and SHE/SHC. Based
on SHE/SHC applications, the effects of inductance on both
the compensation capacity and the attenuation of undesired
harmonics are analyzed. Guidelines for the inductor design in
multilevel SHE/SHC applications are proposed to ensure that
the system complies with the harmonic standard.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
the technique to transform the staircase multilevel voltage
spectrum to a geometry-based voltage phasor diagram. Based
on the phasor diagram, the reason for the limited modula-
tion index range with conventional modulation techniques is
explored. The critical factor limiting the modulation index
range is identified. A four-quadrant modulation technique is
proposed to significantly extend the modulation index range.
Section III analyzes the effects of the inductor on the com-
pensation capacity and the attenuation of undesired harmonics.
The guidelines for inductor design are proposed. In Section IV,
the simulation and experimental results validate the proposed
four-quadrant modulation technique with a CHB topology.

II. FOUR-QUADRANT SWITCHING ANGLE

MODULATION TECHNIQUE

A. Voltage Phasor Diagram and Four-Quadrant
Switching Angle Modulation

In Fig. 1, half-wave symmetry modulation is used to
compensate for the odd harmonics [4], [6] in a CHB topology.

For one HB, the output voltage vHB(t) can be expressed as

vHB(t) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

E, 2nπ + θr < ωgt < 2nπ + θ f

−E, (2n + 1)π + θr < ωgt < (2n + 1) + θ f

0, otherwise

(1)

where E is the dc bus voltage of an HB; ωg is the fundamental
angular frequency, which is 2π (60) rad/s in this paper;
and θr and θ f are the switching angles at rising and falling
transitions of an HB.

The Fourier series for vHB(t) can be expressed as

vHB(t) =
∞∑

h=1

(aHB_h cos(hωt) + bHB_h sin(hωt)) (2)

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

aHB_h = −2E

πh
(sin(hθr ) − sin(hθ f ))

bHB_h = 2E

πh
(cos(hθr ) − cos(hθ f ))

(3)

where h is the harmonic order and h = 1, 3, 5, . . ..
The complex HB output voltage VHB_h of the hth order

harmonic is defined as VHB_h = aHB_h + jbHB_h , then the
magnitude of each order harmonic is |VHB_h |, and the initial
phase is � VHB_h . The expression of VHB_h can be rewritten as

VHB_h = 2E

πh
((− sin(hθr ) + j cos(hθr ))

−(− sin(hθ f ) + j cos(hθ f ))). (4)

Based on Euler equation, −sin(hθ) + j cos(hθ) =
e j (hθ+π/2), (4) can be rewritten as

VHB_h = 2E

πh

(
e j

(
hθr + π

2

)

− e j
(

hθ f + π
2

)
)
. (5)

If the base voltage for the hth order harmonic is E /h, (5)
can be rewritten in per unit

V p
HB_h = 2

π

(
e j

(
hθr + π

2

)

− e j
(

hθ f + π
2

)
)
. (6)

The voltage phasor diagrams can be developed based
on (6). The voltage phasorV p

HB_h is determined by two vectors
(2/π)e j (hθr+(π/2)) and (2/π)e j (hθ f +(π/2)). As shown in Fig. 2,
if θr ∈ [0, π/2] and θ f ∈ [π/2, π] [1], [19], the ranges of
phasors of (2/π)e j (hθr+(π/2)) and (2/π)e j (hθ f +(π/2)) are the
blue and red arcs, respectively, in Fig. 2(a)–(c) for h = 1, 3, 5.
The green region represents the range of phasor VHB−h, and it
is derived by the ranges of the phasors (2/π)e j (hθr+(π/2)) and
(2/π)e j (hθ f +(π/2)). In Fig. 2(c), for the fifth-order harmonic,
because both the ranges of 5θr and 5θ f exceed 360°, the
range of VHB_5 covers the whole area inside the range circle
with an actual radius 4E /5π . Similarly when h > 5, all
the voltage phasors cover the whole range circles with the
actual radius 4E /hπ (they are not shown in Fig. 2). The
actual amplitudes of the voltage phasors in Fig. 2 should be
multiplied by E/h. As shown in Fig. 2(a), because switching
angles θr and θ f have limited ranges [0, π /2] and [π /2, π],
the range of the synthesized fundamental voltage phasor VHB_1
is very limited, so it cannot cover the full modulation index
range. The same rule can also be applied to the analysis of the
synthesized third-order voltage harmonic VHB_3. Extending the
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Fig. 2. Voltage phasor diagram (per unit) of one HB with θr ∈ [0, π /2] and θ f ∈ [π /2, π ]. (a) Range of fundamental voltage V p
HB_1. (b) Range of the third

voltage V p
HB_3. (c) Range of the fifth voltage V p

HB_5.

Fig. 3. Fundamental voltage phasor diagram (per unit) of one HB with
θr ∈ [−π , π ] and θ f ∈ [−π , π ].

range of θr and θ f can therefore increase the ranges of the
synthesized phasors and the modulation index range. Fig. 3
shows the range of the fundamental voltage phasor with θr

and θ f extended to [−π , π]. Because both the trajectories
of (2/π)e j (hθr+(π/2)) and (2/π)e j (hθ f +(π/2)) cover the full
angle range, the synthesized voltage phasor VHB_1 covers the
whole range circle with the actual radius 4E /π . Because all
the voltage harmonic phasors fully cover the range circles,
they are not shown in this paper.

Figs. 2(c) and 3 show that if there are no limitations on
the range of hθr and hθ f , two phasors (2/π)e j (hθr+(π/2)) and
(2/π)e j (hθ f +(π/2)) can synthesize any phasor within the circle
with a radius equal to 4/π . This conclusion can be proved
by the algebraic method. If VREF_h is defined as VREF_h =
(4/π)RREFe jθREF , where RREF ≤ 1 is a nonnegative real
number related to the magnitude of VREF_h , and θREF ∈ [0, 2π]
is the phase of VREF_h . VREF_hcan represent any phasor inside
the circle with a radius equal to 4/π .

If hθr and hθ f are
⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

θM = arccos(RREF)

hθr = (θREF − θM) − π

2
hθ f = (−π + θREF + θM ) − π

2

the synthesized phasor ((2/π)e j (hθr+(π/2))−
(2/π)e j (hθ f +(π/2))) is equal to VREF_h as proved below

2

Nπ
e j (hθr+ π

2 ) − 2

Nπ
e j (hθ f + π

2 )

= 2

Nπ
(e j (θREQ−θM ) − e j (−π+θREQ+θM ))

= 2

Nπ
(e j (θREQ−θM ) − e− jπe j (θREQ+θM ))

= 2

Nπ
(e j (θREQ−θM ) + e j (θREQ+θM ))

= 2

Nπ
(cos(θREF − θM) + j sin(θREF − θM )

+ cos(θREF + θM ) + j sin(θREF + θM ))

= 2

Nπ
(2 cos(θREF) cos(θM ) + j2 sin(θREF) cos(θM ))

= 4

Nπ
cos(θM )(cos(θREF) + j sin(θREF)).

After θr and θ f are extended to [−π , π], compared
with the conventional single quadrant switching angles within
[0, π /2] and [π /2, π], the switching angles are four quadrants.
The four-quadrant switching angles can synthesize a full
modulation index while the single quadrant switching angles
cannot.

To verify the proposed four-quadrants’ switching angle
modulation, the proposed modulation technique is applied to
the three-cell, seven-level cascaded multilevel inverter in Fig. 1
with the SHE technique. The references of the third and fifth
harmonics are set to zero, and the reference of the fundamental
voltage changes from 0 to 3E with phase equal to zero degree.
Optimized toolbox with generic algorithm in MATLAB is
used to find the switching angle solutions [4], [10]. The
objective function is set as OF = |E1| + |E3| + |E5|, where
Eh is the difference between the voltage reference and the
actual CHB voltage resulted from the obtained solutions. Fig.
4(a) shows solution trajectories within full voltage modulation
range from 0 to 3E ; Fig. 4(b) is the per unit difference
for both the real and imaginary parts between the voltage
references and the actual CHB voltage resulted from the
obtained solutions. For the fundamental, the per unit differ-
ences of the real and imaginary parts of the fundamental
voltage are defined as Ea_1 = Re(VCHB_1 − VRef_1)/(NE),
and Eb_1 = Im(VCHB_1 − VRef_1)/(NE), where VCHB_1 is the
actual fundamental output voltage of the CHB, Vref_1 is the
fundamental reference voltage and N = 3 is the number
of cells. Because the harmonic voltage reference is zero,
the per unit differences of harmonic voltages are defined as
Ea_h = Re(VCHB_h)/(NE/h), and Eb_h = Im(VCHB_h)/(NE/h),
where VCHB_h is the actual harmonic output voltage of the
CHB. From Fig. 4(a), the proposed four-quadrant modula-
tion can find the solutions within the whole voltage range
[0, 3E] and the per-unit error is less than 5%. On the
other hand, with the conventional single quadrant switching
angle modulation technique, the modulation is only valid
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Fig. 4. Solution trajectories in a seven-level cascaded inverter with step
modulation.

Fig. 5. Modulation index range versus number of cells with different
modulation techniques.

for [2.10E , 2.67E] (the shaded area). For this three-cell,
seven-level cascaded multilevel inverter, the four-quadrant
switching angle modulation technique can therefore expand
the modulation index range by more than five times compared
with the conventional technique.

A comparison between the proposed four-quadrants switch-
ing angle modulation and other conventional modulation tech-
niques is shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 5 shows the relationship of
the modulation index range in percentage, which is defined as
(actual modulation index range)/(full modulation index range)
versus the number of HB cells of the CHB with different
modulation techniques. Here, the full modulation index range
is from 0 to NE. In Fig. 5, all the modulation techniques
aim to eliminate the low order harmonics and control the
amplitude of the fundamental component. For the variable dc
modulation technique, the dc-link voltage of each HB can
vary from 0.5E to E [13], [14], [16], [18]. Fig. 5 shows
that the proposed four-quadrant switching angle modulation

technique can always achieve full modulation index range;
while for other modulation techniques, increasing the number
of HB cells greatly reduces the modulation index range.

B. Implementation of the Proposed Modulation Technique

In an HB, depending on the relationship between θr , θ f ,
and the 0°, the number of the switching states equals P3

3 = 6.
All the possible switching states are shown in Fig. 6(a). In the
implementation, a microcontroller is used to differentiate each
switching state and generate the correspondent driving signals.

|θr −θ f | > π is not realizable with an HB, but theoretically,
it could happen with four-quadrant switching angle modulation
technique as the states 3s and 4s shown in Fig. 6(b). Since they
cannot be realized using an HB, they are undesired states.
To avoid these undesired switching states, |θr − θ f | < π can
be used as a constraint in switching angle calculations, but
this would complicate the calculations. This problem can be
simply avoided by reassigning new switching angles θ ′

r and
θ ′

f as in (7) for state 3s and (8) for state 4s
{

θ ′
r = −π + θ f

θ ′
f = π + θr

(7)

{
θ ′

r = π + θ f

θ ′
f = −π + θr .

(8)

In (7) for state 3s, the ranges of new switching angles are
θ ′

r ∈ [−π , 0] and θ ′
f ∈ [0, π]. Because θ ′

f − θ ′
r = (θr − θ f ) +

2π ∈ [0, π], the new switching state will belong to state 3.
The new synthesized voltage phasor V ′

HB_h with the
reassigned switching angles is identical to the original VHB_h .
This can be proved in (9) because harmonic order h is odd
and e− j hπ = e jhπ = −1

V ′
HB_h = 2E

πh

(
e j

(
hθ

′
r + π

2

)

− e j
(

hθ
′
f + π

2

)
)

= 2E

πh

(
e j (h(−π+θ f )+ π

2

)

− e j
(

h(π+θr )+ π
2

)
)

= 2E

πh

(
e− j hπe j

(
hθ f + π

2

)

− e jhπe j
(

hθr + π
2

)
)

= 2E

πh

(
e j

(
hθr + π

2

)

− e j
(

hθd+ π
2

)
) = VHB(h). (9)

The similar analysis can be applied to state 4s. The ranges
of new switching angles are θ ′

r ∈ [0, π], and θ ′
f ∈ [−π , 0].

Because (θ ′
r −θ ′

f ) = (θ f −θr )+2π ∈ [0, π], the new switching
state will belong to state 4.

The new synthesized phasor V ′
HB_h is identical to the

original VHB_h , as proved in

V ′
HB_h = 2E

πh

(
e j

(
hθ ′

r + π
2

)

− e j
(

hθ ′
d+ π

2

)
)

= 2E

πh

(
e j

(
hθr + π

2

)

− e j
(

hθd+ π
2

)
) = VHB_h . (10)

The implementation of the proposed four-quadrant switch-
ing angle modulation for each HB is as shown in Fig. 7. There
are three inputs: grid voltage vg(t), θr and θ f , and the four
driving signals: g1, g2, g3, andg4. Block 1 is the PLL block
to obtain the phase information of vg(t); Block 2 is to detect
states3s and 4s and to convert them to state 3 and state 4
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Fig. 6. All the possible switching cases with the proposed four-quadrant modulation. (a) All possible switching states. (b) Undesired switching states.

Fig. 7. Digital implementation of the four-quadrant switching angle modulation technique for each HB.

using (7) and (8) respectively; Block 3 uses the phase infor-
mation and switching angles to generate the driving signals.

It should be pointed out that, in Fig. 6(a), different switching
states may generate identical waveforms. For example,
states 1 and 6, or states 2 and 5 can generate identical
waveforms. This indicates that duplicated solutions exist in the
proposed four-quadrant switching angle modulation technique.
Because this does not have any negative impacts on the
implementation or calculations, this paper does not discuss
it in detail.

The proposed four-quadrant switching angle modulation
technique can be applied to different grid applications such
as harmonic elimination, harmonic mitigation, and harmonic
compensation.

III. INDUCTOR DESIGN

In Fig. 1, inductor Lm ’s design is critical because it has sig-
nificant impact on the power density, compensation capacity,
and current quality of the system. With the SPWM technique,
large inductance can reduce the undesired switching harmonics
injected to the power grid, but a large inductance decreases the
compensation current capacity. Because of this, the upper and
lower bounds of the inductance are calculated based on the

compensation capacity and the attenuation requirement for the
switching harmonics, respectively. In multilevel SHE/SHC, the
inductor design process is similar, but the values of the bounds
are different from the SPWM technique.

This section first explores the inductor design constraint
based on the fundamental component compensation. Second,
the relationship between the inductance Lm and the injected
CHB current harmoinc spectrum envelope is analyzed. Third,
based on the injected CHB current harmonic spectrum enve-
lope, inductor design constraints for both the controllable
harmonics, which are related to the compensation capacity, and
uncontrollable harmonics, which are related to the attenuation
of undesired harmonics, are discussed, respectively. Finally, an
inductor design procedure is proposed based on all of these
constraints.

This section will only discuss grid-tied SHC. The general-
ized solution can be applied to all grid-tied applications such
as SHE and all offline applications.

A. Current Spectrum Envelope of a CHB

The output voltage of the CHB is the sum of all HB volt-
ages, so the time domain waveform and frequency domain
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spectrum can be expressed as

vCHB(t) =
N∑

i=1

(vHB_i (t)) (11)

VCHB_h =
N∑

i=1

(VHB_i_h)

= 2N E

πh

N∑

i=1

(
e j

(
hθi f + π

2

)

− e j
(

hθir + π
2

)
)

h = 1, 3, . . . (12)

where h is the order of specific HB and i is the sequence
number of HBs, and θir and θi f are the switching angles at
rising and falling transitions of the ith HB.

With the proposed four-quadrant switching angle modula-
tion technique, the generated VCHB_h can cover the full range
circle with radius equal to 4NE/πh

|VCHB_h | ≤ 4N E/(πh). (13)

The output current of the CHB is

ICHB_h =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

VCHB_h − Vg

jωg L
, h = 1 (14)

VCHB_h

jhωg L
, h = 3, 5, . . . (15)

From (14) and (15), the spectrum envelope |ICHB_h |ENV for
harmonics (h > 1) is

|ICHB_h |ENV = |VCHB_h |max

hωg L
= 4N E

h2πωg L
, h = 3, 5, . . .

(16)

where |VCHB_h |max is the maximum magnitude of all the
possible hth order harmonics.

The CHB’s fundamental current will be discussed later.

B. Constraints on the Fundamental
Component Compensation

For fundamental compensation, the following condition
should be met:

VCHB_1 = jωg L∗ IREF_1 + Vg (17)

where IREF_1 is the reference fundamental current for the
CHB. IREF_1 can be active (for generator or battery charging
function), reactive (for STATCOM function), or zero (for
harmonic compensation function).

From (13) and (17), for the fundamental component, the
following constraint for IREF_1 should be met: |VCHB_1| =
| jωg L∗ IREF_1 + Vg| ≤ 4NE/π .

If |VCHB_1|max can meet the condition defined above,
the condition can always be satisfied for any IREF_1.
Because the fundamental reference current is IREF_1 =
|IREF_1|max � (arg(Vg) − 90°), |VCHB_1| = |VCHB_1|max =
ωg L|IREF_1|max + |Vg| ≤ 4NE/π , and the constraint for L
is therefore

⎧
⎨

⎩

Lfun = 4N E/π − |Vg|
ωg |IREF_1|max

L ≤ Lfun.

(18)

C. Constraints on Harmonic Compensation Capacity

For convenience, the harmonics of a multilevel SHC are
divided into controllable harmonics and uncontrollable har-
monics. If the magnitude and phase of a harmonic can be
controlled with the proposed four-quadrant switching angle
modulation technique, it is controllable harmonic. Otherwise,
it is uncontrollable harmonic. It is assumed that the proposed
technique is used to control the low order harmonics so high
order harmonics cannot be controlled due to limited number
of switching angles. If H is the highest order of all the
controllable harmonics, for h < H , ICHB_h can always be
controlled.

As shown in Fig. 1, if IN L_h is the harmonic current
generated from nonlinear load on the grid, for both the
controllable and uncontrollable harmonics, the grid current
Ig_h after compensation is given by (19), and its magnitude
should meet the harmonic standards ISTD_h in (20)

Ig_h = IN L_h − ICHB_h , h = 1, 3, 5, . . . (19)

Ig_h < |ISTD_h |, h = 3, 5, . . . (20)

For the controllable harmonics, to guarantee the grid current
harmonic as small as possible, the current references can be
designed as in
{

IREF_h = IN L_h , if |ICHB_h |ENV ≥ IN L_h

IREF_h = |ICHB_h |ENV � IN L_h, if |ICHB_h |ENV < IN L_h .

(21)

In (21), if ICHB_h can be higher than IN L_h , the current
reference for the hth order harmonic will be equal to IN L_h ,
then a full compensation is achieved. If ICHB_h cannot be
higher than IN L_h , the current reference would have the
maximum magnitude (the envelop magnitude) and the same
phase as IN L_h . Then |Ig_h | = |IN L_h − ICHB_h | = |IN L_h | −
|ICHB_h |ENV. The Lm design should guarantee |IN L_h | −
|ICHB_h |ENV ≤ ISTD_h or |ICHB_h |ENV ≥ |IN L_h | − |ISTD_h |.

Because of this, the constraint for harmonic compensation
capacity | is

{
Icap_h = |IN L_h | − |ISTD_h |
|ICHB_h |ENV ≥ Icap_h

for h = 3, 5, . . . H. (22)

D. Constraints on Undesired Harmonics

For undesired uncontrollable harmonics above order H , the
worst case has to be considered.

From (19) and (20), the constraint can be described as

|Ig_h |max = |IN L_h − ICHB_h |max

= |IN L_h |max + |ICHB_h |max ≤ |ISTD_h |
or

{
Iund_h = |IN L_h | − |ISTD_h |
|ICHB_h |ENV ≤ Iund_h

for h > H. (23)

The constraint above for |ICHB_h |max holds when
|ISTD_h | is larger than |IN L_h |; otherwise, the |ICHB_h |max
should be as small as possible when other constraints
in Sections III-B and III-C are met.
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Fig. 8. Flowchart in Step 4 to determine the inductance range where the
grid current after compensation can meet the constraints on fundamental
compensation, harmonic compensation, and undesired harmonic injection.

Fig. 9. Example of the proposed inductance design procedure. (a) Nonlinear
load harmonic current envelope and harmonic standard. (b) Derived constraints
and CHB harmonic envelope.

E. Procedure for Inductor Design

Based on the identified constraints above, the recommended
inductor design procedure is as follows.

Step 1: Derive the limitation for Lfun based on the
condition (18).

Step 2: Measure/calculate IN L_h envelope and obtain har-
monic current requirement ISTD_h from harmonic standard.

Step 3: Use (22) to derive the constraints on compensation
capacity Icap_h and use (23) to derive the constraints on
undesired harmonic injection Iund_h .

Step 4: Decrease the inductance from Lfun, and find the
range [Lmin, Lmax] in which (15), (22), and (23) can be met
at the same time. The detailed process is shown in Fig. 8.
Finally, an inductance inside the range is selected.

Fig. 9 shows an example of the proposed inductor design
procedure. In Step 1, condition (18) for Lfun is calculated.
In Step 2, the current envelope of nonlinear load, IN L_h ,
is calculated/measured and the harmonic requirement ISTD_h

is obtained from the standard as shown in Fig. 9(a). In Step 3,
the current constraints on compensation capacity Icap_h are
derived from (22) and plotted in blue in Fig. 9(b). The current
constraints on undesired harmonic Iund_h are derived from (23)
and plotted in magenta. In Step 4, an inductance L is deter-
mined and |ICHB_h |ENV is derived based on (16) and is plotted
in red. As shown in Fig. 9(b), because the red dotted line is
above the blue constraints (i.e., |ICHB_h |ENV > Icap_h) and

Fig. 10. (a)–(c) Topology of simulation and experiment. (d) Testbed
prototype.

Fig. 11. Test plan.

TABLE I

CONFIGURATION OF THE SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT

below the magenta constraints (i.e., |ICHB_h |ENV < Icap_h),
the constraints on both the compensation capacity and the
undesired harmonics can be met.

IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT VERIFICATION

Simulation and expriment are conducted for a three-cell,
7 level 1 kVA prototype to validate the proposed four-quadrant
switching angle modulation technique. It should be noted that
the scale-down testbed is to validate the proposed modulation
technique. The proposed modulation technique can be applied
to any voltage levels, such as MVDC and HVDC, for mul-
tilevel SHE/SHC topologies to achieve a large modulation
range. It should be pointed out that it is common to use
scale-down testbed to validate modulation technique for high
voltage/power systems [6], [7], [14], [19]. The circuit topology,
test plan, and parameters are shown in Figs. 10 and 11,
Tables. I and II, respectively. Simulations were conducted
in MATLAB Simulink, and the experimental waveforms
were recorded with Rigol MSO4054 digital oscilloscope.
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TABLE II

PARAMETERS OF SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT

TABLE III

CALCULATED FOUR-QUADRANT SWITCHING ANGLES

The spectra from simulations and experiments were calculated
using MATLAB FFT tool. The harmonic mitigation tech-
nique [18] was implemented, and up to the 15th harmonics can
be controlled. A detailed inductor design based on the inductor
design procesure is given in the Appendix. Harmonic standard
IEEE 519 was used as the harmonic limitation. The calculated
four-quadrant swithing angles are shown in Table III.

Fig. 12 shows the experimental and simulaiton results
for test 1 after applying the proposed four-quadrant switch-
ing angle modulation technique in the nongrid tied system
with RL load in Fig. 9(a). With the four-quadrant switching
angle modulation technique, the VCHB is five-level instead of
seven-level while the switching frequency is still 60 Hz in
each HB. The current spectrum shows that the fundamental
component, harmonic, and total demand distortion (TDD)
meet the requirement.

If the conventional modulation technique is adopted, the
switching angle solutions cannot be found. One practical
solution is to sacrifice high order harmonics and only control
fundamental and the third harmonics. The waveforms and the
current spectra with a conventional single quadrant switching
angle modulation technique are as shown in Fig. 13 for

Fig. 12. Simulation and experimental results for test 1 using the proposed
four-quadrant switching angle modulation technique.

Fig. 13. Simulation and experimental results for test 1 using conventional
modulation technique.

Fig. 14. Simulation and experimental results for test 2 using the proposed
four-quadrant modulation technique.

test 1∗. In the figure, the waveform is seven-level, but its
current harmonic cannot meet the harmonic requirement. The
comparison of Figs. 12 and 13 shows the advantages of the
proposed modulation technique.

Fig. 14 shows the results of test 2 after the four-quadrant
modulation is applied to a grid-tied CHB system. The results
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Fig. 15. Simulation and experimental results for test 3 using the proposed
four-quadrant modulation technique.

Fig. 16. Simulation and experimental results for test 4 using the proposed
four-quadrant modulation technique.

of test 3 in Fig. 15 and the results of test 4 in Fig. 16 show that
the proposed four-quadrant modulation can be used to simul-
taneously draw active power from the grid to charge batteries,
compensate the harmonics of nonlinear load, and compensate
the reactive power on the grid. The harmonic spectra before
and after compensations are shown in Figs. 15 and 16. The
solid bars are the spectrum before the compensationa and
the empty bars are the spectrum after compesation. Both the
simulation and experimental results show that the active power
is well controlled as designed to charge batteries (i.e., PF was
controlled to be unity), high order harmonics are below the
standard, and TDD is below 5%.

From Figs. 12 to 18, six modulation indexes in
V p

CHB_1 = [0.2, 1, 1.76, 2, 2.27, 2.80] have been tested to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed four-quadrant
modulation technique within a full modulation index range.
The conventional single-quadrant switching angle modulation
technique cannot find solutions for tests 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6,
while the proposed four-quadrant modulation can find solu-
tions without problems for all the tests. This proves that the
proposed four-quadrant modulation technique can significantly
extend the modulation index range.

Fig. 17. Simulation and experimental results for test 5 using the proposed
four-quadrant modulation technique.

Fig. 18. Simulation and experimental results for test 6 using the proposed
four-quadrant modulation technique.

Figs. 17 and 18 show the simulation and experimental
results in tests 5 and 6.

V. CONCLUSION

A four-quadrant switching angle modulation technique is
proposed in this paper to significantly extend the modulation
index range compared with the conventional modulation tech-
nique. Its implementation is discussed. The coupling induc-
tor design based on fundamental component compensation
constraint, harmonic compensation capacity constraint, and
undesired current harmonic constraint is explored in detail.
A design procedure is proposed. The simulation and exper-
imental results verified that the proposed technique can be
applied to various applications. The proposed modulation tech-
nique can be applied to any voltage/power levels to achieve a
large modulation range.

APPENDIX

The Appendix shows the inductor design in Section IV.
Test 1 is an offline appliction. Therefore, Vg = 0,

Z = jhωg L + R. (16) is transformed to |ICHB_h |ENV =
((4E)/(h|Z |)) = ((4E)/(h((ωg L)2 + R2)1/2)), h = 3, 5, 7
and (18) is transformed to Zfun = ((4NE)/(π |IREF_1|max)) and
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Fig. 19. Derived constraints and CHB harmonic envelope in test 1.

Fig. 20. Derived constraints and CHB harmonic envelope in test 2.

Lfun = (Z2
f un − R2)1/2/ωg . In Step 1, Lfun equals 21.6 mH.

In Step 2, IN L_h = 0 because no compensation is required
in the system, and the current harmonic requirement ISTD_h

is regulated by IEEE Std. 519 with its strictest limitation.
In Step 3, from (22), Icap_h = −ISTD_h < 0 indicates that no
compensation requirement is required and from (23) Iund_h =
ISTD_h . In Step 4, Lmin = 7.8 mH and Lmax = 21.6 mH.
Therefore, a 10 mH inductor is used in the system. The
relationship between the constraints and |ICHB_h |ENV is shown
in Fig. 19.

Test 2 is a grid-tied system with harmonic elimination.
Similar to test 1, IN L = 0 because there is no compensa-
tion requirement. The grid voltage is provided by a strong
grid with an autotransformer, STACO 2513-3. In Step 1,
Lfun = 10.74 mH. In Step 2, IN L_h = 0 and the cur-
rent harmonics are regulated by the limit ISTD_h defined
in Std. 519. From (22), Icap_h = −ISTD_h < 0 indicates
that no compensation requirement is required and from (23)
Iund_h = ISTD_h . In Step 4, Lmin = 4.6 mH and
Lmax = 10.74 mH. A 10 mH inductor is used in the system.
The relationship between the constraints and |ICHB_h |ENV is
shown in Fig. 20.

It should be noted that ISTD_h in Std. 519 is related
to |ISC/Irated|, where ISC is short current. Because Zg is
ignorable with a strong grid, and ZT = 0.32 + j0.078,
which is measured using an impedance analyzer, Keysight
E4990A at 60 Hz, the short current is ISC = Vg/(Zg + ZT ) =
(459 − j112) A, and |ISC/Irated| = 23.6. The ISTD_h with
grid-tied application is therefore different from that used in
test 1 as compared in Figs. 19 and 20.

Tests 3 and 4 are for grid-tied systems that have the same
working condition as in Section III. No extra equation trans-
formation is needed. For test 3, in Step 1, Lfun = 10.74 mH
and in Step 2, the IN L_h and ISTD_h are shown in Fig. 21(a).
In Step 3, Icap_h and Iund_h are shown in Fig. 21(b). In Step 4,
Lmax = 6.8 mH and Lmin = 4.9 mH. Lm = 5 mH is

Fig. 21. Inductor design procedure in test 3. (a) Nonlinear load
harmonic current envelope and harmonic standard. (b) Derived constraints and
CHB harmonic envelope.

Fig. 22. Inductor design procedure in test 4. (a) Nonlinear load harmonic
current envelope and harmonic standard. (b) Derived constraints and
CHB harmonic envelope.

finally used in the system; |ICHB_h |ENV is shown in Fig. 21(b).
For test 4, Lfun = 10.74 mH, Lmax = 5.9 mH, Lmin = 4.9 mH,
and Lm = 5 mH. The IN L_h and ISTD_h are shown
in Fig. 22(a). Icap_h , Iund_h and |ICHB_h |ENV are shown
in Fig. 22(b).

It is important to note that the constraint for undesired
current attenuation is calculated based on the worst scenario,
which is rare in real applications. As a result, there is a large
margin between the undesired harmonics and the standard. As
shown in Figs. 14–18, although this paper designs inductors
based on ISTD_h only with |ISC/Irated| ∈ [20, 50], the actual
current can meet the strictest requirement in Std. 519.
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